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Solar System Inventory

• Sun has 99% of the solar system’s mass

• Our sun is solitary. Most (50-80%) stars in the 
universe are in binary or triple systems.



Solar System Inventory

By number, the Solar System is 99% H



Terrestrial Planets

Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars

• Formed from gravitational growth of dust 
grains in cloud of gas and dust that formed 
solar system (‘solar nebula’)

• Composition: Roughly similar to Sun, but 
without the volatiles.



Gas Giant Planets

Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune

• Probably started out as with small rocky 
cores the size of Earth, then accreted gas 
from solar nebula 

• Similar composition as Sun (H, He, C, O...)



Small Bodies

Thousands of small bodies: Pluto, asteroids, comets, 
Kuiper Belt objects (KBO’s), etc.

• Ni, Fe, Si, Mg, Si, 

• Simple species: ices, silicates...

• More ices, water, volatiles, etc. further out in SS.



Sun’s Role

Source of energy for chemical reactions

• Water cycle, photosynthesis, atmospheric 
transportion, keeping water liquid, etc.

• Output at earth: 1500 W/m2

Gravitational center to solar system



Habitable Zone

Definition: Habitable zone (HZ) is the range of 
orbital radii surrounding a star where liquid water 
can be found on the surface of an orbiting planet.

i.e., where 0 C < TE < 100 C.



Equilibrium Temperature

TE: Mean surface temperature of a planet at which 
solar flux and thermal emission balance, assuming a 
black body.



Equilibrium Temperature

TE: Surface temperature at which solar flux and 
thermal emission balance.

• Independent of planet radius

• Strong dependence on stellar type (To and R)

TE = (1� a)1/4T�

r
R�
2R



Looking for HZ is a start, but...

Many things can make a planet’s surface temperature 
higher or lower than the equilibrium temperature

• Fast or slow rotator

• Radiogenic heating

• Atmosphere / greenhouse effect

• Tidal heating

• Gravitational heating



Habitable Zone

Continuously Habitable Zone (CHZ): Same as HZ, 
but taking into account stellar evolution. 



Stellar evolution can move the HZ outward



Keplerian Orbits

All (*) of the motions of the solar system can be 
described using two equations:

F =
GMm

r2F = ma



Orbital velocity

Escape velocity

v =
r

GM

r

vesc =
r

2GM
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Complex Orbits

Throop & Bally 2008

F =
GMm

r2

F = ma



Planets do not orbit stars. Rather, a planet and a star 
orbit their common center-of-mass.

Pluto + 
Charon orbit 
barycenter



What’s the deal with Carbon?

Why is life described as ‘carbon-based?’

• We use carbon for nearly all of our basic 
activities: 

• Respiration (CO2)

• Digestion (CH4)

• Energy / carbohydrates; e.g., glucose (CH2O)6

• Amino Acids; e.g., H2NCH(R)COOH



What about Silicon?



What about Silicon?

No bonding
One bond

Two bonds
Three bonds

Four bonds!

}Weak bonds

More bonds = 
more possible 
chemistry



Why Carbon?

Carbon has special properties:

• Tetravalent: C forms four bonds, so it can make 
a huge variety of complex structures.

• 106 individual known C-containing 
compounds. More than all other combined.

• Its bond strength to other species is relatively 
uniform, so compounds can be broken and re-
created with little energy. 

• It’s common in the universe: H, He, O, C.



Energy per bond for C and Si
Typical bond strengths, kJ/molTypical bond strengths, kJ/molTypical bond strengths, kJ/molTypical bond strengths, kJ/mol

C-H -410 Si-H -380

C-C -400 Si-Si -320

C-N -310 Si-N -400

C-O -360 Si-O -515

Si-C -375

Smaller numbers (e.g., -515) 
indicate more stability

C: easy to swap 
out species and 
rearrange.

Si: It’s all dust...



Why do we love water?

Chemical reactions are much easier in liquids than 
solids or gasses, so for life to evolve and grow 
quickly, a liquid solvent is useful.

• Gasses: high temperatures mean that many long 
molecules would not be stable.

• Solids: molecular diffusion is really slow!

• Liquids: can act as solvent; transport by 
advection or convection; can dissolve 
compounds; can be filtered through 
membranes, etc.



Water
H2O has some special properties

• Polar, so that many things will dissolve or mix with it (salts, 
ethanols, etc.)

• Common: H and O are created readily in stellar synthesis, 
and prevalent throughout universe.

• Special properties may stabilize life?

• High values for thermodynamic quantities: heat capacity, 
heat of fusion, heat of vaporization

• Water is more stable against boiling and freezing than 
almost any other liquid

• Ice floats. Perhaps this stabilizes and protects life in 
frozen oceans?

• Broad temperature range as liquid





From what we can tell, H2O and C are special, and 
the most natural compounds around which to base 
life.

But we can’t rule out that we are too biased (or 
stupid) to see otherwise...




